Rosendale History List of Binders

(Binders generally contain newspaper clippings.)

ROSENALE GENERAL HISTORY

ROSENALE HISTORY ORIGINS THROUGH THE PRESENT a compilation of newspaper articles and other material (partially indexed)

ROSENALE LEDGER October 30, 1937 – July 23, 1938 (incomplete, indexed)

ROSENALE NEWS March 4, 1938 - Oct 16, 1942; Jan. 22 & 29 1943, Jan. 22, 1945; April 1 & 8, 1949; April 25, 1952. (incomplete and partially indexed)

MAPS
  BEERS ATLAS 1875 indexed for Rosendale
  1898 SANBORN MAP
  1924 SANBORN MAP

ROSENALE OBITUARIES (partially indexed)

ROSENALE VOTER LISTS; 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849 (indexed)

ROSENALE CHURCH RECORDS AND HISTORIES

DIRECTORIES (Rosendale section only)
  Ulster County Directory for 1880-’81
  Directory of the Wallkill Valley Railroad for the year 1888
  Directory of the Wallkill Valley Railroad, 1895

ROSENALE ARTISTS

ROSENALE MUSICIANS AND PERFORMERS

ROSENALE AUTHORS

ULSTER COUNTY AUTHORS (Outside Rosendale; particularly Rt. 213 corridor)

ROSENALE BUILDINGS

ROSENALE HAMLETS

ROSENALE MARRIAGES

ROSENALE FAMILIES/GENELOGIES

ROSENALE BUSINESSES

ROSENALE LIBRARY

D&H CANAL

ROSENALE CEMENT INDUSTRY

RONDOUST VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT

HIGH FALLS

DO YOU REMEMBER? A series of articles by Joseph A. Fleming on his memories of Rosendale in the late 1800s and early 1900s. (incomplete and indexed)
WALKING TOUR OF MAIN STREET, ROSENDALE
THE STORY OF JAMES STREET, ROSENDALE, NY by Joseph A, Fleming (indexed)
JAMES STREET HOUSES (includes photos)

SPECIAL TOPICS:

BLACK HISTORY OF ULSTER COUNTY
JOHN BURROUGHS
FATHER DIVINE
THE JUKES
NATIVE AMERICANS
SOJOURNER TRUTH

ROSENDALE BIRTHS